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Now updated to include newer maps and photos, with height reduced simply by 20mm to make it
even much lighter to aid carefree traveling, this in depth guidebook to the Camino de Santiago and
its own offshoots contains all the information needed by modern-day time pilgrims wishing to walk
the sacred Way of St. James. All reference information is associated with helpful spiritual guidelines
to support the seeker's inner trip along with the outer pilgrimage. The maps feature contour guides
to greatly help distinguish the terrain that'll be crossed each day, while full details on all pilgrim
hostels, along with details for alternative lodging, enable travelers to plot sufficient nightly stopping
points. Review route planners plus daily stage maps and complete town programs help sojourners
with all the current advance preparation they need. Jean Pied de Slot to Santiago. Otherwise
referred to as the Camino Francés, the primary route covered in this volume is the most popular
sacred path through Spain, from St.
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Get yourself a copy of Brierley now! Going a city or two at night recommended stage end point led
to much less crowded and more desirable accommodations and begins to your walk each day out
from the mass exodus from stage closing towns. If we do the trip once again, and I would want to,
this book should come around again. I was going to postpone on writing an assessment until after I
returned, but I am reading and referring back to "Brierley" for the last 90 days and can't imagine
planning without the publication. This guidebook is definitely all that you need to navigate the Camino
Frances..The only possibly negative thing I've heard about the book originated from a pilgrim who
walked the Camino last fall. She and her spouse said it had been indispensable but that so many
people carried Brierley that those towns and villages he suggested for spending the night time were
often greatly crowded in the evenings.As a Spanish teacher, I would recommend Brierley's bilingual
checklist and basic phrases for anybody who isn't fluent in the language. I like his focus on outer
and inner preparation. His invites the reader to introspective/spiritual reflection in an over-all way that
almost anyone can be open to.We expect my "Brierley" will probably come home in six weeks
considerably worn. If I had to choose one book, this would be it. I did so not realize how great of a
book this is until I was walking across Spain. I would not take the trip without it. It increases the
experience and was worth its weight. Much of the knowledge inaccurate including available hostels
and distances. It seemed that a lot of every one on the trail was holding this guid book. This is a
good book. The descriptions of the alburgues and hostels were not as good as the German guid
book- which includes been translated into broken english. Therefore we used this one to plan our
day to day hikes and descriptions of the town and then we used the various other one to help us
decide where to sleep that night.I have complete three Caminos and simply bought my forth
duplicate of this publication for our next walk. (This enriches the trip.) He takes time to address the
non-public or spiritual journey as well. (Just so you know, the spiritual part of the journey can get
crowded out. I did so the Camino . the WILL NEED TO HAVE guide book This is the MUST HAVE
guidebook for the Camino de Santiago. This reserve also did a fantastic job explaining the annals,
and the whys and hows of what you will be seeing along your way. Some choices are obvious
stay in Leon, Astorga, Santiago, but other stages are suggestions, not really gospel... Before you
keep:1) Rip out all the “preamble” pages in leading. Don't need them on the trail. Prepping intended
for the Camino in the Planting season.The elevation profiles are more rounded and gentle then your
trail really is.. The maps and guidelines are well-organized and packaged in a smaller sized book
which makes it easier to possess as a publication to take along and read as you greet each day
on the Comino. I've photocopied the map on the back inside cover and the 33 Stage Summary on
page 43 for relatives and buddies.. it means they speak English. So well done I was thinking about
attempting the Camino in the springtime of 2018 but will have to settle for 2019.. The Camino
bible--don't leave home without it! The Camino bible as most call it is the best & most
comprehensive guide to the trail. I will say that I got no clue that I wouldn't be able to stay on the
Brierley plan and took on a bit of shame that I couln't do it. Best advice is to use the publication for
the facts of the trail and if you can't or don't want to adhere to the author's routine, then do it your
way. He provide great descriptions of lodging and metropolitan areas along with current get in touch
with info. When I do the Camino again in a few years I'll choose the newest version! The
recommended phases and distances are appropriate for people starting each morning and hiking
until the afternoon.) So it is nice to have a reminder and a re-entry point to the spiritual journey...
Great book for the Camino Must have reserve if you are planning to make any area of the Camino.
I did so the Camino and today my son is certainly going this calendar year in my footsteps. I
enjoyed the reserve and found it helpful. I loved the book I loved the publication! We adopted it on
the Camino and it had been very helpful. Wish I read ahead before we ventured out. I missed some



what to see on the way in the first few weeks because I was concentrating on strolling!!"I'm finally
leaving tomorrow! Really handy. The be almost all journal for American's in the Camino. Fellow
peregrinos were obsessed with the stages as what had to be performed and where you'd to
remain...but I'm not really brining it along. How thrilling! It was well illustrated and concise. Great
book!I'm not really bringing it along however because I needed to shed pack weight and I found an
equally suitable iPhone app.2) Double tape the backbone, or your covers might not last the journey.
This is an excellent reference. Five Stars Excellent guidebook for the Camino. That is my third one.
Better more accurate options! Maps aren't necessarily to scale plus some of the inclines seem to
have been overlooked..On the trail, search for others with this publication. Helping me upon my
Camino journey Love this guide books Pack this book John Brierley’s guidebook is an essential part
of anyone’s backpack on the Camino de Santiago. Additionally, you certainly do not need to stay
on the Camino Albergues as there are many amazing inns, bed and breakfasts and small hotels
just off the Camino. Fantastic Guidebook But Recommended Stages AREN'T Gospel Not long ago i
hiked the Camino Frances from Leon to Santiago. My copy has already been marked up and dog-
eared. No dependence on additional maps of guidebooks, particularly if like me you are holding
everything as you walk. This is my third one. It is possible to go further or less based on what your
Camino experience brings that day. However, this is actually the most common guidebook used on
the Camino and is normally in multiple languages. The levels are all the same, the recommendations
the same..Advice. The length recommended daily is suitable. When I made a decision to walk the
Camino, one of the first bits of advice I got from two veterans pilgrims, who didn't know each other,
was, "Get yourself a copy of Brierley now. Fiit into the part pocket of my cargo pants.
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